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Web Presence, what is it?
Web presence is your digital “property” on the internet and is made up of all the digital
components of your brand/business that can be accesses by the public on the internet. This
includes:







Your Website
Your local listings: Google, Yelp, Foursquare, Yellow Pages, etc.
Your Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, etc.
Your emails, newsletters and other digital assets.
Blogs and other websites that link to yours.

Your clients/potential clients can experience your business/brand on any one of these digital
properties. Any digital strategy has to consider and include the impact of all properties
associated with your business/brand.
Obviously, the goal here is:
1. Project a consistent message.
2. Project a consistent brand image.
3. Leverage all the properties to drive traffic to your website.

Sources of Traffic
Consider your website your “hub”. This is important because of all these digital properties, this is
the ONLY one owned by you. You don’t own your Twitter page, your Facebook page, your
LinkedIn page, etc. And furthermore, you don’t own the connections on these pages. They can
all be taken away in the blink of an eye. The site could shut down; you could lose access, or
maybe even get kicked of the platform. A website is the only piece of digital property you have
100% control of. Any digital strategy has to have the ultimate goal of sending traffic to your site
that you can convert into leads and prospects.
“Any digital strategy has to have the ultimate goal of sending traffic to
your site that you can convert into leads and prospects.”
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Sources of Traffic
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Social Media
You can have presence on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, or whatever other platform where you
think your potential clients might be. The goal here is to translate that social traffic into website
traffic. I have so many clients that want a link to their Facebook page all over their website and I
ask, “Why? The goal is not to send your hard earned website traffic over to Facebook! The goal
is to send your Facebook traffic to your website!”
SEO
SEO can be a great source of traffic IF... you have very specific “niche” keywords that don’t have
a lot of competition. Otherwise, SEO can be an expensive advertising channel with little return.
For example, I had a client who was a Blacksmith in Toronto. I had him on the first page of
Google literally the next day for “Toronto Blacksmith”. His phone was ringing off the hook. This
was only because there are few actual blacksmiths and fewer still with websites. It was easy. If
you’re a plumber in Toronto and want to go for Toronto Plumber, it’s going to be very expensive,
time consuming with a very small chance of success. In this case you are better off investing in
Pay Per Click advertising; you’ll get a better return.
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Directories
Directories including: Google My Business, Bing Places for Business, Yelp, Foursquare, Yellow
Pages, etc. can be a great and free source of traffic. Many also have paid options. If you are in a
contracting type business, a website directory like Homestars.com is also a great place to be
listed. Not only do you get web links that help you with SEO but you get qualified traffic if you list
yourself in the right directories.
Pay Per Click
There are many sources of Pay Per Click advertising on the internet, some of the more popular
ones are:






Google Adwords
Facebook
Bing
Twitter
LinkedIn
Google Adwords and Facebook have the biggest share of the Pay Per
Click market.

Traditional Advertising
Don’t forget about traditional advertising. TV, Radio, Newspaper, Magazines, Direct Mail can all
be sources of traffic for your website. Keep in mind your audience and the time of day.
I had a client selling e-books about how to raise children. He booked advertising during morning
drive on a political talk show for almost $11,000.
Problem: his target market is Women between 20-30 and also, who surfs the web while driving!
He got pretty much zero traffic. If he had spent $11,000 on pay per click he could have had
thousands of people visit his website.
“It’s all about traffic, so judge traditional advertising the same way you
judge Pay Per Click advertising. By the cost per click!”
Display Advertising
Display advertising is advertising a display ad on other websites on the internet. You can either
make a deal with a website directly, or generally better, do this through Google Adwords and
their display ad partners. Many websites sign up for Adsense and display Google ads on their
sites. You can easily take advantage of this by setting up display advertising in your Adwords
account and your ad will automatically be displayed around the web. There are many targeting
methods available as well. This gets you great branding because you generally get a lot of view
for just a few clicks (that you have to pay for). The cost per click of display is generally less
expensive than search advertising as well.
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What do I plan to do?

Who is my Audience?
This is a question I ask many of my clients and they give me a puzzled look back in return. Any
time you try to communicate, you have to direct the communication at someone. That someone
is your audience. It’s critical you know who they are. For example, the people you see playing
music in the subway, is their audience: a) everyone in the subway station or b) the people who
stop to listen? The answer is the people who stop to listen! In terms of digital marketing, you’re
not trying to communicate to EVERYONE on the internet. You probably have a specific subset of
people that you can define and then use that knowledge to find the best places on the internet to
communicate with them.
In my example of the business selling a book on raising a child; you have to make some
assumptions and you’re going to have to generalize. You’re looking for the biggest target here.
We can probably safely assume the buyer of this book is probably, Female, between the ages of
20-35 years old. That is going to be the biggest audience for this book.
Note: I realize that, yes, men read books on child rearing too and that some women have
children beyond their 30’s and that there are also non-traditional families. However,
when deciding where to spend your marketing bucks you have to pick the biggest target
audience.
In the above example, Facebook/ Instagram would be an excellent targeting method to get your
message to your audience. You could pick that demographic pretty much exactly to serve up
your ads for your book, with a great offer and get traffic to your website.
For B2B is can be a little more complicated. Let’s say you sell parts for electric motors. Your
target audience is not likely on Facebook. It’s probably engineers or maintenance personal at
large factories. LinkedIn or Search Marketing would be a much better approach to reach your
target audience.
The key is to match your online marketing channel to your audience.
My Audience is....
(Demographic, geographic, interests, job roles, etc.)
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Web Presence Branding
Because your clients and potential clients will be seeing your brand all over the internet, it’s
important you keep your branding consistent. Here are some tips to look professional across all
platforms.





Use logos that are “right sized” to fit in various social media platforms. If a particular platform
calls for 150x150 pixels, don’t try and “squish” a 1500x1500 pixel version of your logo in! It
might no render properly and look blurry or distorted.
Use the same colours and backgrounds across all your properties.
Make sure if you use photos, they are sized properly. Every social media platform has a
specific size for headers, posts, and shares, etc. Follow them. You’ve all seen the posts
where half the message is cut off. It looks unprofessional.
Try and keep your messaging consistent across all platforms.
The importance of web presence branding is to make all your online
properties feel like an extension of your website (because they are!).
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First Page of Google Breakdown
Much of your web presence can be seen on the first page of Google when you search for a
product or service your company offers. Here’s how it breaks down.
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Then comes the map and local listing...

Then comes the organic listings (SEO)
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Then more paid ads...
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You can see that even being first in organic listings has you buried in the middle of the page
now. This demonstrates the prominence of paid advertising listings.
If your business is open (during business hours), you might also get the Google maps, or
MyBusiness listing. This will be covered later, but you can and must take ownership of this
critical piece of real estate and populate it with your branding.
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Local Business Directories
There are all kinds of local business directories. Some paid and many free. Business listings are
relatively easy to get a listing and plus, you get a link and may get some available traffic. It’s
advisable to list in as many free local business directories as possible. Here is a quick list,
certainly not comprehensive, but a good starting point:













Google My Business
Bing Places for Business
Apple Maps
Yelp
Foursquare
Yellow pages
Yahoo! Local
Your Chamber of Commerce
MapQuest
Hot Frog
Homestars (for contractors)
Board of Trade

Ensure as much as possible that all the listings appear exactly the same. For example, 50-2100
Hurontario and 2100 Hurontario, Unit 50 should be standardized. Pick one and make all the
same if possible.

Google My Business
Google My Business is what gets you your listing on Google Maps as well as to have the
knowledge graph box appear on the side when your business is searched on Google. Even if
you haven’t set this up with Google, it is possible for your listing to appear because Google has
crawled your address from another listing. This can be a great source of local traffic and a must
to take ownership of and ensure the listing information is correct and up to date.
1. Sign up for a Gmail address if you don’t have one.
2. Find your listing on Google maps https://www.google.ca/maps
a. If you don’t have a listing, open a My Business Account
https://www.google.ca/business/
b. Follow the instructions to add your listing.
3. Take ownership of it by clicking on the link “this is my business”.
Once you’ve signed up, there will be a couple of ways you may be verified. You can request a
phone call, or you can have a post card mailed to you with a PIN number. Once you get the post
card you simply log back in and enter the PIN number and you are verified.
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CHECK:








Your name is
correct.
Your address is
correct.
Hours are correct.
Phone number is
correct.
Reviews are
responded to.
Business category
is correct.
Map location is
correct.

Once your have your listing set up there are many additional things you can add to your
listing that enhance your listings and increase the chance of getting in the local listings
box.
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Add photos.
Add promotions.
Create a post.
Manage your reviews!

Bing Places for Business
Bing Places for Business is similar to Google My Business, except it appears on Bing instead of
Google.

Setup is pretty much the same as Google
My Business. You can sign up for your
listing at:
https://www.bingplaces.com/
Note: You can see my postal code is
wrong, and address format is different.
That’s why it’s a good idea to check this
stuff on a regular basis!
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Yelp Listing

Yelp is a good listing to have for SEO, in addition to Google My Business and Bing Places for
Business. The basic listing is free. However, with a free listing, you get your competitors ads
come up on your page. You can remove these with signing up for a paid listing.
Regarding paid listings for Yelp; as soon as you add your listing you’ll get calls from Yelp selling
you a paid listing. Make your own decision, but keep in mind, the total cost of the advertising
they are offering you and ask them the number of clicks you are likely to get. Then work out your
cost per click and judge it on that basis as compared to Google Adwords or Bing.
Total Advertising cost/ Expected # of clicks = cost per click.
Be sure to ask, what similar businesses with the listing package they are offering get in terms of
clicks and do your math!
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Other Local Business Directories
Your local market may have many different business directories; there may be directories
specific to your industry. Google is your friend; use your search skills to find directories that make
sense for you.

Don’t forget the Yellow Pages. You can add a free listing on the Yellow Pages for your business
as well. Again, similar to Yelp, when evaluating paid options for Yellow Pages, the key questions
are:
For the listing package I’m offered, how many clicks do similar businesses get per
month?
Then do your math and see if the cost per click works for you.

Pay Per Click Advertising
There are many sources for pay per click advertising including: Google, Bing, Yahoo, Facebook,
LinkedIn, Twitter, Pintrest, etc. I could spend a whole day on each one! For purposes of this
course, we’ll focus on Google Adwords. You’ll find Google Adwords and Bing are very close in
terms of how they work, charge, etc.

How Pay Per Click Works
Basically, you pick key words relevant to your business, bid on them, and when your ad displays,
you get charged every time someone clicks on it.
FAQ:

What if my competitors click on my link 100 times?
o Google tracks the IP’s of the clicker. You won’t be charged.

I can’t afford if someone clicks on my add 100 times?
o Don’t worry, you set a daily limit and that is the most you will spend.

How do I appear first?
o You don’t want to appear first. The strategy for PPC is to get the MOST clicks for
the LEAST amount of dollars!

The strategy for PPC is to get the MOST clicks for the LEAST amount of
dollars!
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Costs and Bidding
PPC works off a bidding system. Let’s say you are bidding on the keyword “Toronto Plumber”.
Google will suggest that you should bid:

The fact that the cost per click on this particular keyword is so high tells me a few things:




This is probably a good keyword. Remember, it’s an auction. A high price means it’s
valuable to other bidders.
It’s probably profitable. Otherwise, it wouldn’t be bid so high.
You can probably bid a lower CPC and still get clicks.

Let’s do the math to see if this keyword makes sense…
Let’s say we do the following:




You buy 100 clicks (to keep the number simple).
An average conversion rate is round 5% (it may be higher for a particular keyword; I’m
guessing this keyword has a very high conversion rate based on the price).
You close 50% of the leads you get.

So here is the math:
You spend $3,796 for 100 clicks. @ 5% you’re likely to get 5 leads
Cost per lead = $759.20
@50% Close, you’re likely to get at least 2.5 customers
Cost per new customer is: $1,519.20
If your average plumbing call is $1,000, then this is a bad keyword for you. My guess is that you
could bid a lot less and still get clicks. Because Adwords works on a daily budget, someone
bidding $37.96 per click, with a $100/day budget will run out after 3 clicks. Their ads will no
longer be displayed and the next highest bid will display.
Google Adwords has a calculator to help you decide on a bid. Let’s say we bid $2.75 per click
with a daily budget of $10.
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With the same math, you’re likely to get:
100 clicks for $275 dollars, 5 leads = $55/lead, and 2 clients = $110 per new client. This will
probably work better for you.
Note: there is a point at which you will get no clicks if you bid too low. Ideally, you want to bid
where you are just using up your daily budget at the cost per click you have bid.

Writing Ads for Pay Per Click
Where your ad ranks on Google is a factor of both your bid, AND your quality score. Among
other things, your quality score is based on your click through rate (CTR). If your ad shows 100
times and you get 1 click, you have a 1% CTR. So, if your ads have a 1% CTR and someone
else’s ad has a 5% CTR, Google is going to want to show your competitors ad over yours
because they get 5x more ad revenue! The key to having a good CTR and good quality score is
to have great ads that people click on.
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Tips for writing Good Pay Per Click Ads.

Make the Ad Headline and Copy relevant to the search term.

Focus on BENEFITS in your ad copy.

Use Google’s add on features like the business address, service call outs, web links, etc.

Check your competitor’s ads for ideas!

A successful Pay Per Click Campaign is structured properly!

Search
Term

Ad

Web Page

• Pick a relevant search term and set a bid.
• You can group relevant search terms into "ad groups" that are similar.
ie: "Toronto Plumber" and "Plumber in Toronto."

• Your ad copy should match the search terms and offer a call to action.
ie: Free Estimates, Free Shipping, BOGO, etc.

• Don't send traffic to your home page!
• Send the clicks to a page on your site that matches the keyword. For
example if you have an ad group for "toilet repair" you should have a
page on your site dedicated to "toilet repair".
• Have a call to action and a form on your landing page!

Display Advertising
Many sites offer display advertising. The way this works is while someone is reading the news, a
blog, or watching a video on YouTube, an ad will display somewhere on the page. Display
advertising can be extremely low on a cost per click basis, but typically, you’ll find doesn’t lead to
many conversions.
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One of the key benefits of display advertising is that you can target people who are not searching
for you. In our plumber example, Search Marketing is a great channel. People definitely Google
for plumbers when they need one. However, rarely are people randomly interested in looking at
ads for plumbers. Display advertising is not going to be the best advertising spend for this type of
business. Let’s say you are selling business software though. In this case, people might not be
searching for what you are offering, or know it exists. This is a great case for display advertising.

You can target placements by:





A specific website placement: So for example let’s say there is a logistics blog that you
want your logistics software to display on. If the blog is a Google Adsense client, then you
can display your ad specifically on their site.
Affinity audiences: Let‘s say you are selling bicycles. Google knows which people are
interested in bicycles and can serve up your ads to them.
In-Market audiences: Google also knows who is “in the market” for a bicycle. You can
serve up your ads to these people as well.
Remarketing: You can show your ads to people who have recently visited your website.

Display Ad Example:
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You will have to create visual
ads.
You’ll have to create ads for different
display sizes.
Google Adwords has tools to help you
design these ads.

YouTube Advertising
You can also display video ads on YouTube. You can target viewers much like display
advertising based on affinity or in-market audience. You can also re-market to people who have
visited your site. YouTube advertising works on a cost per view basis, but you only pay when
people watch the video.
One of the key benefits if you work on a cost per click basis, is you’ll get considerable exposure
for free! Many people will “skip” your ad and you only have to pay for the ones who watch the
video. This is great for branding. If you set it up with Remarketing, your leads will get served up
your ads creating the impression that you are everywhere!

Facebook Advertising
Facebook is great for targeting by demographics, geography and interests. Primarily, Facebook
is best for business to consumer products and services. However, with remarketing, you can
target your business customers on their personal Facebook feed!
Facebook Targeting:








Demographics:
o Find people based on traits like age, gender, relationship status, education,
workplace, job titles and more.
Location:
o Reach people in areas where you want to do business. You can even create a
radius around a store to help create more walk-ins.
Interests:
o Find people based on what they’re into, like hobbies, favorite entertainment and
more.
Behaviors:
o Reach people based on their purchase behaviors, device usage and other
activities.

Facebook Campaigns:









Page, Post Engagement – Post views, likes and shares.
Page Likes – Get likes for your FB page.
Clicks to Website – Call to action like “book now” etc.
App Installs – Install an app.
App Engagement – App views, likes and shares.
Event Responses – People click “Interested”, “Going to”.
Offer Claims – Clicks to website for a special deal or promotion.
Video Views – Video views, likes and shares.
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Remarketing
Remarketing is a really excellent tool to engage clients who have already demonstrated an
interest in your product or service. It can also be “creepy” too, so use it sparingly.
The idea is that you install a snippet of JavaScript tracking code to your website. This installs a
“cookie” in the browser of the visitor. Then, as that person surfs the web, when they visit a
Google Advertising partner (if using Adwords for example) then the website they are on will serve
up your Google ad on a Pay Per Click basis. This gives your previous website visitor the
impression that “you are everywhere” and you must be a big important company or brand.
Most PPC advertising platforms offer Remarketing options. They are not very difficult to set up, it
really just is as easy as cutting and pasting the code the platform provides into your web pages.
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Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
Search engine optimization is the process of making your website accessible and index able (if
that’s a word!) by search engines. The ultimate goal is to get the best ranking possible for your
website when someone searches specific keywords on Google, Bing or Yahoo.
SEO is not for everyone. There are specific cases where an investment in SEO on page and link
building can be very beneficial. There are also many cases where SEO can be a complete waste
of time and money for a business and that budget could be better spent with Pay Per Click.

Is SEO Worth the Effort?
For some cases, it is, for others, it’s a waste of resources better spent on other advertising
channels. Keep in mind SEO is just an advertising channel.
Keep in mind SEO is just a single advertising channel.

First, are people searching for your product or service? You can use Google’s Keyword Tool
in Google Adwords to see if people are searching for your product or service. If what you are
offering is a new product or service that most people don’t know about, then SEO is not likely to
be a great advertising channel for you.
Second, how hard is to rank for the keywords, and at what cost? These are two other big factors.
Here is a matrix to help you decide if you should be investing in SEO.

Dollar Value of Sales
(profitability)

High Dollar
Value, Low
Competition
YES!!!!

High Dollar
Value, High
Competition
MAYBE??

Low Dollar
Value, Low
Competition
YES

High
Competition,
Low Dollar
Value
NO!!!!!

Competitiveness
(How many other people are trying and how hard is it.)
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Example: A $30,000 logistics software that only a few other software companies offer. This has
high dollar value and low competition. This is a good target for SEO.
Example: Running Shoes. This is a low dollar value (and profit) item with lots of competitors,
including the shoe manufacturers themselves, who spend millions of dollars every year for digital
marketing. This is a bad target for SEO. PPC is going to be a better option.

Finding Your Keywords
Finding keywords is part art, part science and part experience. Start by asking the question: If I
was my client what would I type into Google to search for my product and service? Try to
compile a list of 10.

My Keywords (can be a phrase)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Google Adwords Keyword Planner Tool
Once you have a starting point, you can use your list to start with Google and they will suggest
more for you. As an example, for website designer, Google suggests....

You can also type into Google your search term and at the bottom of the results....

Good Keywords vs. Bad Keywords
Whether you are doing PPC or SEO, you need to know the difference between good keywords
and bad keywords. Good keywords have buying intent. Bad Keywords do not have buying intent.
Example: “Plumbing” vs. “24 hour plumber” – “Plumbing” could be people searching for “how to
videos”, guides, jobs, anything really. Someone who searches for “24 hour plumber” needs one
NOW!!
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Competitive Research
Have a look at what your competitors are doing. When I say competitors, I don’t mean other
companies you run into in the market; I mean other websites that are listed on Google when you
search a keyword you are interested in.
In our plumbing example, you will find websites like “Roto Rooter”, “Reliance Home Comfort”,
Kijijji listings for Plumbers, Mr. Rooter, etc. All have a very large national digital marketing
budget. You’re going to find it very hard to get on the first page with SEO, even if you do
everything right, which brings us to a key point about SEO. Much of how your page ranks has to
do with “Off Page SEO”, which realistically, you have little control over.

On Page SEO
The thing about On Page SEO is that you have 100 percent control over it. On page SEO has to
do with how you set up your pages and blog article to contain keywords throughout the articles,
titles, meta descriptions, etc. so that the search engines understand what your page is about.
That’s it. Once the search engines understand that your page is about “Plumbing Services” then
off page SEO tends to be the overriding factor in your ranking.

SEO Article Checklist (On Page SEO)
Here’s a checklist when writing an article to make sure you have formatted the best way possible
for SEO purposes. Keep in mind, you can do all this PERFECTLY and still be on page 200!












Did you decide on a keyword? (One per blog article.)
Is the keyword in the title?
Is the keyword in the H2 heading?
Is the keyword in H3, H4 headings?
Is the keyword in the first sentence?
Is the keyword use 3-4 times/250 words?
Is the keyword in the URL?
Is the keyword in the SEO Title?
Is the keyword in the Meta Description?
Is the keyword in the Alt text of Pictures?
Did you use related keywords (i.e.: If your keyword was “website designer” then Google
expects to find keywords like: digital marketing, website development, web design, SEO,
online marketing, etc.)?
 Do you have at least one external link to a related trusted source?
 Do you have a couple of internal links (i.e.: link to other pages on your website with
keywords you want those pages to rank for. For example, I write an article about “Web
Design” and link back to my “Web Design” page from the key word “web design” in my
article.)?
 My article contains more than 250 words.
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Pick a page or blog article on your website and
take a few minutes to go through the checklist.
How many did you score out of 14?

Pro Tip: Use the Google Chrome SEO Toolbar. Just install it in your browser from the Chrome
Store, it’s free.
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Off Page SEO
Off page SEO is the amount and quality of links that link to your site. You do have some control
over this as you can get high quality links form directories and business listings like Google My
Business, LinkedIn, Bing Places for Business, your Facebook page, etc. However, so can
everyone else. You really need good high quality links in addition to on page SEO to rank.
This is something that’s pretty difficult to manufacture. There are services that go out and build
links by commenting on blog posts, writing articles for other blogs with a link back, etc. This is a
time consuming and expensive process. One news article in your local newspaper that links to
your website will be far better than a bunch of “fake” links.
Quality is important. Google rates websites in terms of quality, or “reliable-ness”. So for
example, a link from: the government, a newspaper, a highly regarded news website, a
university, etc. would have the same effect as dozens of links from an obscure blog article.
Your general strategy should be to get links to your website from
wherever you can.
Note: there are “spammy” websites that Google considers “link farms” that sell and trade in links.
This is against Google’s policy and these types of links may hurt you. If you have any of these
links you can disavow them in your Google Webmaster Tools.
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Speed and Security
Speed and security of your website also affect not only how your rank on search engines, but
also the general experience of your visitor and a fast, secure website will increase conversions to
leads.

The Importance of Speed
Page speed is a ranking factor for Google, but also important for your visitors. According to
Kissmetrics.com:


47% of consumers expect a web page to load in 2 seconds or less.



40% of people abandon a website that takes more than 3 seconds to load.



A 1 second delay in page response can result in a 7% reduction in conversions.
Website Speed Optimization
This can be a very complex subject and very technical. You should really talk to your website
design professional about speed optimization. Here is a list of techniques that are used to make
websites load faster:
 The server. The server is the MOST important factor that makes your website load fast.
Even a poorly designed website will load fast on great hardware. You’re going to struggle to
have fast page load times on “Shared Hosting” for $5/month, whereas a $150/month
dedicated server will be lightning fast.
 GZIP compression – This is a setting in your hosting you can turn on to compress the pages
before they are sent out.
 PHP Version – If you’re on an old hosting platform that is on PHP 5.6, you’re missing out.
PHP 7.0 or 7.1 is significantly faster.
 HTML Minification – you can take out all the carriage returns and spacing in your HTML
code to speed things up.
 CSS & JS Minification – You can minify your CSS and JS files as well.
 Combining CSS & JS – Some WordPress installations may have over 100 individual files
that have to load for a single page. You can combine all these into one file for JS and one file
for CSS. This will decrease page load times.
 Right-Size Photos and Images – make images as small as possible to still look good. You
don’t need 300 DPI photos 3500x3500 to show a 300x300 image on your website.
 Load Cached Pages – If you’re using WordPress, it has to look up the HTML, JS, and CSS
and also call the database to get the page content every time a page is loaded. This is server
intensive and slow. If you “cache” the pages, then your web server doesn’t have to look up all
these files, just server up a pre-cached version of the page.
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 Setup a CDN – A CDN is a content delivery network. There are many services online to do
this. Basically, they store little pieces of your website content all over the World on servers
and when someone needs a page served up, instead of relying only on your server, the CDN
can serve up the page from servers all over the World.
If you want see how your page performs, you can check out Google Page Speed Insights Tool:
https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights/
*Also keep in mind, there is often a trade-off between speed and style. The more styling the
slower it will perform. Also, there is a point of diminishing returns to score “100”.

Google will also give you a bunch of personalized suggestions on how to fix your page speed
and score higher.

Website Hosting For Speed
The web hosting package you select has a huge influence on website speed. A terribly speed
optimized website on the best server will outperform the best optimized website on shared
hosting. Here is a summary of hosting options:





Shared Hosting – the cheapest and slowest.
Managed Hosting – typically for WordPress and are shared hosting but optimized for
speed.
VPS Hosting – Much faster than shared hosting. However, more expensive and difficult
to set up.
Dedicated Hosting – Very fast and very expensive and difficult to set up.
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Security: HTTPS the New Ranking Factor
Securing your website is important not just for your clients, but also as a ranking factor. Google
now takes into account HTTP vs. HTTPS websites.
What is HTTPS? HTTPS is the protocol which your website communicates with your client’s
web browser. An HTTPS site is protected with an SSL certificate.
What is an SSL? An SSL is a Secure Sockets Layer. Basically, it encrypts communication
between your website and the web browser. There are also more advanced SSL’s that verify
your business.
Web browsers are making it more obvious which websites are “secure” and which ones are not.
Setting up an SSL is relatively easy and inexpensive. You can talk to your hosting provider or
website designer to set it up for you.

Monitoring Your Web Presence
There are many online tools to help monitor your web presence. Going through how to use each
one is beyond the scope of this Boot camp, but we’ll go through some of the important tools
available and what you can do with them.

Google Analytics
If you haven’t installed Google Analytics already, do it! It’s easy. Once you open an account at
Google Analytics.
https://www.google.com/analytics/
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Follow the instructions and get the tracking code. All you need to do once the code is generated
is cut and paste it into your website. If you are using WordPress there are many Plugins that do
this for you.
What you can do with Google Analytics:










Track the number of visitors.
Track which pages they went to and how many pages they went to.
Track where the traffic came from: Paid/Organic/Social/Direct, etc.
Track conversions.
Track demographics of your users (age, gender and interests).
Track where (geographically) your visitors came from.
Track your site speed.
Track which pages visitors arrived and left on.
Track visitor flow through your pages.

Google Analytics can give you great insight into how you reach your audience, what they do on
your site and you can take action to improve your site to increase conversions.

Bing/Google Webmaster Tools
Both Google and Bing offer Webmaster Tools. These are great tools to monitor how your site is
crawled and seen by the search engines. They will also tell you how your pages are indexed and
if there are any problems. You can register your site simply by copying and pasting a tracking
code into your site. You can also submit your site for indexing with both these tools.
https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/
https://www.bing.com/toolbox/webmaster
What you can do with Webmaster Tools:
 See what keywords the search engines think your site is about.
 See what keywords clients are searching on to find you.
 See the health of your website: malware, 404 errors, etc.
 See which pages are indexed.
 Submit your sitemap.
 Check the mobile usability of your pages.
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Regularly Check Your Properties
It’s a good idea to keep a list of all your properties on the web and check them on a regular basis
to make sure the content is accurate and up to date. Here is a checklist to help you:

Property

URL

Frequency

Facebook

Weekly

Google Business

Weekly

LinkedIn

Monthly

Twitter

Weekly

Yelp

Monthly

Foursquare

Monthly
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Check

Online Reviews
No discussion of web presence would be complete without discussing online reviews. Online
review can be a great motivational factor as well as, help establish trust between you and your
potential clients. However, bad reviews can have the opposite effect.
Where do you find your reviews? Google is a good place to start.

Key Review Sites:








Google My Business
Bing Places for Business
Facebook
Yelp
Foursquare
Industry specific review sites
On your website

You should be checking your reviews on a regular basis and responding to them, both negative
and positive.

How to Get Reviews
In most cases, if you leave it up to chance, all you’ll get is negative reviews. Rarely does a happy
client go and leave a review of their own volition. So what are you to do? You need a process in
place to get reviews on a regular basis as part of your order management system. If you are an
online store you should send out an email campaign after the order is fulfilled asking to write a
review on your site or online.
If you are an offline service business, it’s a little more work, but you can send out links to your
Google My Business Page after work is complete. You can also call people and ask them. You
may have to call several times. If you don’t do this important step, you’ll never have a listing of
great reviews.






Ask for reviews.
Send links out to your review sites.
Call clients and ask them.
Make it easy to write reviews on your site.
Put the time in! It’s worth it.
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Managing to Negative Reviews
You are bound to get some negative reviews. Some will be justified, others will be professional
complainers. In either case the strategy is simple. DON’T ARGUE. The purpose of responding to
the review is not to prove the reviewer wrong, it is to show other clients that you care and are
reasonable.

The purpose of responding to the review is not to prove the reviewer
wrong, it is to show other clients that you care and are reasonable.

Some tips for responding to negative reviews:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Apologize.
Take it off line. After you apologize ask the person to call you to resolve the matter.
Don’t argue or debate online.
Show you care about the feedback.
If the review is truly for the wrong business, you can have it removed.

Google My Business has a process to submit the review for review. Pretty much you can’t get it
removed based on the facts of the review, but if it is for the wrong business or something like that
you may have some luck petitioning to get it removed.
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Sponsors and Partners
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